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• People with ASD and ID 

• Experience high rates of exposure to 

potentially traumatic events 

(Daveney et al., 2019)

• Often have communication 

difficulties that can prevent reporting 

traumatic events and symptoms of 

stress disorders (Mevissen et al., 

2014)

• Can demonstrate increased problem 

behavior following traumatic events 

(Roswell et al., 2013)

• Conditioned Aversive Stimuli (CAS)

• Neutral items prior to trauma

• Following trauma elicit emotional 

reactions (Fletcher, 2007) 

• Commonly called “triggers” (Van der 

Kolk, 2015)

• Behavior Analysis

• Limited assessment procedures to 

evaluate the effects of CAS on 

behavior

• Evaluate 

• Effects of two CAS on choice latency 

and avoidance

• Treatment effects of teaching a break 

request on compliance

Analysis 1 Procedure:

• Choices offered during morning 

hygiene routines

Analysis 2 Procedure:

• Choice of preferred items, 

consumption after imitation

• “break” request always available

Analysis 3 Procedure:

• Morning hygiene routine 

• Phase 2: taught “break” request

1. Exposure to CAS associated with traumatic 

events increased

• Variability of choice latency

• Latency to make choices

• Resistance/avoidance responses per 

minute

2. CAS 1 and 2

• Could not be removed from the 

environment

3. Following introduction of break request

• Compliance with morning routine 

tasks improved
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*10 second whole interval agreement used for IOA 

(# of agreement intervals/total intervals)*100

Method

Purpose

Introduction

Participant: 

• 24-year-old male with ASD and ID

• Communication of 2-3 signs

• History of exposure to traumatic events

Setting:

• Apartment in residential facility

Materials:

• Morning hygiene materials and data collection devices

Interobserver Agreement

Definitions

1. Choice latency:

• time from presentation of 

objects/pictures to selection

2. Compliance: 

• completion of instruction

3. Resistance/avoidance: 

• refused prompt or moved away from 

staff for > 1 sec.

4. CAS present/absent: 

• conditioned aversive stimulus within 

3.3m/visible for > 25% of session 

duration (present) OR further than 4.5 

m/visible for <25% of session (absent)

Total Sessions Sessions with IOA Percent Agreement*

28 8 (29.63%) 93.66%
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We hope that continuation of this project will contribute to 

the development of effective and compassionate treatments 

for people with limited verbal communication skills and 

exposure to traumatic events. 

Some of the questions we hope to answer are:

• Are choice latency and/or variability measures useful in 

evaluating potential CAS for other individuals?

• How can we improve functional analysis procedures to 

evaluate the effects of possible CAS for people who have 

been exposed to potentially traumatic events?

• What treatments could be helpful in re-conditioning CAS

following exposure to trauma (especially when CAS 

cannot easily be removed from the environment)?

Analysis 1: Choice Latencies

Analysis 2: Choice Latencies Analysis 2: Resist Prompt/Avoid Staff

Analysis 3: Morning Routine Treatment

Results

Discussion


